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1.   Jacob's plan of action for the son's return to Egypt: 
• Offer the Egyptian Vizier a gift of Canaan's best products. 
• Give back the money they found inside their sacks of grain. 
• Present their brother Benjamin as proof and get out of Egypt quickly and safely 

with Simeon in tow. 
 
2.  The brothers face 3 difficult problems for which they have no answer: 

• Explain why they have all the money which was supposed to have been left in 
Egypt on the first trip. 

• What strategy will be the best to get Simeon released from prison? 
• More significant than both of those - how do they protect Benjamin? 

 
3.     The brothers are taken to Joseph's house, but their guilt is causing them to 

conclude that this is a ploy.  
  
4.    The brothers are brushed off when they tried to return the money, and Joseph 

doesn't even give their gift a second glance. The thing they thought might 
manipulate him turns out to be insignificant. To Joseph, it’s about the relationship.  

 
5.    The 11 brothers all bow to Joseph, exactly as his dream described 22 years before. 

God is good to His word and He is incredibly patient.  
 
6.    Joseph gives Benjamin extra portions of food. At one point in their lives they were 

so jealous of Joseph because of special treatment, will they now be jealous of 
Benjamin? 

 
7.    Joseph asked for one thing, the relationship, he's looking to restore what had been 

lost. He didn't want the goods, the bribes, only to bring themselves. 
  
8.   Just as it's not a system of 'works' that endeared the brothers to Joseph, it's not a 

system of 'works' that brings you into a relationship with God.   
 
9.   Only the finished work of Jesus restores us with God.  
 
 



 
 

 

HEBREW & GREEK WORDS 
Meno (men´-o); a primary verb; to stay (in a given place, in a state of relation): - abide, dwell, be present, 
remain, stand 
 
Halak (haw-lak') ; to walk along, be conversant, × more and more 
 
Gilluwl (ghil-lool´); properly, a log (as round) 
 
Galal (gaw-lal´); to roll :— run down 

 
 
 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• What has been one of the most significant human relationships in your life? What 
was it about it that made it that way do you think? 

 
• If God does all things for his glory, why do you think God created us humans to need 

relationships? In what ways do you think human-to-human relationships bring Him 
glory? 

 
• What do you think Joseph was feeling when he first saw his brothers had returned? 

How about when he first saw Benjamin? 
 
• What parallels do you see in how Joseph has treated his brothers (the 10, and also 

Benjamin) in this passage with how God/Jesus has treated humanity? Have you seen 
God treat you in any of these ways? How? 

 
• How are your relationships with other people? Do you have relationships with 

people you trust where you can be open, transparent, and vulnerable about your 
past, your current struggles, or fears of the future? If not, what can you do to build 
some? 

 


